
Fake news



Fake news
Fake news is misinformation spread purposefully mainly 
through social media or news stations. Fake news are 
meant to seem neutral, but in reality they are spread to 

influence you in some way. Fake news are mainly spread to 
make money or influence your viewpoints and opinions. 



Real news

Real news are not manipulated in any way. Real news contains only true information. 
They are spread to inform people of what is happening around the world. 



Why avoiding fake news is important 

•News impact our lives and opinions 

•They how we make decisions and take stands 

•They often revolve around medical decisions 

•They feed into our own prejudices 



There are two main types of fake 
news:

draw people in 

flashy

shocking
surprising

ad revenue
Manipulation Out of context

Changing information

Influence
Type one Type two



How to avoid fake news
Whenever you come across news you should always ask 

yourself a few questions before believing them.
Taking the time to make sure the news you’re consuming 

are true will prevent you from spreading hurtful 
information.

Here are some key points on how to avoid fake news:



Emotion
• Using emotions in news is an easy way to make you believe something. 

• Humans believe news much faster if the news align with their own 
opinions. 

• Are the news neutral or are they trying to convince you? 

• Trust your gut. 

• There is a difference between opinions and facts.

Emotions can distract you from the truth.



Titles

•  Phrases like “scientists say” or “new research”  

• Titles that are too long 

• Bad formulation 

• Bad grammar

Titles can be deceiving. Often titles are brief or imprecise to make 
something seem more reliable than you can actually prove.



Manipulation with fake news 
Who can gain something?

• Is there a clear political viewpoint? 


• Are the news connected to a specific product? 

• Are the news centered around conspiracy theories?

• Think for yourself. What can people spreading misinformation about 

the COVID-19 pandemic gain?



Source 
• Does your source usually write about similar news? 

• Who is writing these news? 

• Is the source official?  

• Do other sources say similar things?  

• Does it seem like the pictures are taken specifically for the article you’re reading? 

• How old is your information? 



Raise your hand if you think these 
news are real

Let’s play a game!

















Think for yourself
Have you ever believed news you later found out were fake?



The source isn’t well known and 
doesn’t have anything to do 

with vaccines.

Wrong use of capital 
letters.

Content unrelated to vaccines.

Fake



Fake

“Scientists” is too brief and anyone 
can call themselves a scientist. A 
real article would specify which 

scientists. 



Clear use of satire. A 
person actually trying to 
convince you would use 
a more believable term.

Loads of ads.

Fake



Too brief. Outdated information. 

Fake


